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The theme of the 2014 Christian Leadership Alliance National Conference is 
Kingdom Outcomes. But what exactly do we mean by Kingdom outcomes? If we are 
being challenged to pursue such outcomes, it would be helpful to think through 
together how we should define them. 
 
We propose that a kingdom outcome must have three characteristics. First it must 
be achieved as a direct result of obedience to God's guidance and direction. For that 
reason, kingdom outcomes are Spirit-led. Second, the process employed in achieving 
a kingdom outcome must embody kingdom values. That is, a kingdom outcome is 
the result of doing God's work God's way. And third, it must ultimately result in 
bringing glory to God. The purpose of a kingdom outcome is to serve and glorify the 
King. With this definition in place, let's look at each of these three components in 
more detail. 
 Kingdom Outcomes are the Result of Obedience to God’s Directing 
If a kingdom outcome can only be achieved through obedience then it requires us to  
develop and cultivate the disciplines of a listening, seeking and discerning church or 
ministry. Our systems of planning, decision-making, evaluating, envisioning and 
measuring must be Spirit-led. To be so directed requires intentionality, it will not 
happen on its own. Along with the disciplines to hear God speak we must also 
develop the internal capacity for agility and change. It will do us no good to hear 
God's word without the courage and commitment to carry it out. This is far more 
than praying at the beginning of our meetings or holding Bible studies at our staff 
retreat. This is an organization-wide, systemic commitment to seek God's guidance 
for all of our decisions, and to refuse to move ahead until we confirm together that 
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we have heard it. Out of such an unequivocal commitment, God will produce in us 
and through us his kingdom outcomes. 
 
The opposite of a kingdom outcome is a self-centered outcome. This does not mean 
it is the result of selfishness, but instead it is any outcome that results from a human 
–directed effort. It is what we produce when we rely on own wisdom in our 
planning and envisioning. For most ministries and churches this kind of human-
directed effort can lead us to define success primarily in terms of growth and 
expansion. The definition of success as growth is, for far too many of us, an 
unexamined presupposition that drives everything we do. It leads us to measure our 
ministries according to worldly metrics and establish our standards according to a 
secular definition of success. 
 
To avoid this temptation requires leaders who are driven by faithfulness and 
obedience. It requires boards who seek God’s will, trust in God’s provision and will 
not allow the ministry to move ahead with out. It requires employees who wish to 
be part of a discerning community on a faith journey. And it will likely require us to 
adjust our systems and procedures until everything comes into alignment with this 
driving passion for faithfulness, obedience and trust. Through such surrendered 
organizations God can work powerfully to bring about outcomes that build his 
kingdom. 

 
Kingdom Outcomes Embody Kingdom Values 
As important as it is that we achieve results – God’s work, it is equally, and perhaps 
more important that we do so in God’s way. True kingdom outcomes will be 
achieved through processes and systems that embody and champion kingdom 
values. These values may include choosing obedience over what may seem more 
prudent decisions, or ones in-line with common business practices. They likely 
include redeeming our use of time, the talents of our people and all the resources 
got entrusts to us. They will require us to manage our people as ends in themselves 
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and not just as means to our organizational objectives. They will certainly commit us 
to financial transparency and integrity. As God's people wishing to do God's work 
God's way we must be continually evaluating the quite radical, upside down values 
of the kingdom of God as we see them in Scripture, and ask how those values are 
lived out consistently throughout our ministries and churches. One thing we will 
likely agree on is that the way we live and work together as God's people is as, if not 
more important to God than what we produce. Perhaps the greatest kingdom 
outcome your church or ministry will produce is a Christ-centered, obedient and 
faithful culture that empowers people to live out the fullness of what God created 
them to be. 
 
The opposite of kingdom values might be those attitudes and actions that emulate a 
belief that the end justifies the means. Too many churches and ministries operate 
with a striking internal paradox; they sacrifice kingdom values in their pursuit of 
kingdom outcomes. We see this when we adopt secular approaches to aspects of our 
work without regard for the values they embody. This has been endemic in our 
fundraising techniques where we have incorporated the success strategies of 
secular nonprofits without examining the ethical implications. This happens also in 
areas of financial management, endowment keeping and investment strategies that 
get developed more in line with the tactics of Wall Street than the radical teachings 
of the Word of God about money and finances. It also creeps into our strategic 
planning processes when value alignment is not the guiding paradigm for building 
goals and objectives. We are also concerned that many of the currently adopted 
board governance practices have come from sources other than those that are 
biblically-based and result in practices that do not flow from an adherence to 
kingdom ethics. 
 
Avoiding this temptation requires leaders who are willing to examine every aspect 
of their church or ministry for attitudes, practices and policies that are misaligned 
with kingdom values. Further, it will require boards to support leaders who take 
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such a kingdom approach and seek to make the fundamental changes as a result. 
This calls everyone to a courageous faith. It will throw us back upon absolute trust 
in God as our Provider and the Holy Spirit as our one true guide. And from such an 
attitude and commitment, God will work in us and through us to produce kingdom 
outcomes.  
 
Kingdom Outcomes Glorify God 
This may seem the easiest of the three parts of our definition to achieve, but we 
believe in most cases it will prove to be the hardest. Kingdom outcomes build the 
kingdom of God to the glory of the King. Pursuing them will continually bring us 
back to the fundamental question we must ask of everything we do throughout our 
organization, to what end are we doing this? It is one thing to be able trace our work 
back to glorifying God as an interesting afterthought, and quite another to have the 
glory of God determine and drive everything we do. The latter will require us to 
create truly God-centered organizations. This takes us back to our passion for 
obedience and it moves us to create measurements and metrics that are in line with 
the definition of success that is integrally tied to the glorification of God. 
 
The opposite of glorifying God is kingdom building. If our work in any way builds 
our kingdom then we get some of the glory. This can be the building of our personal 
kingdoms that includes reputation, control, accomplishments, and accolades. It can 
be the building of our organizational kingdoms comprised of numerical growth, 
increased income, widening influence, and notoriety. In both works, when we seek 
to build our own kingdoms, glory is stolen from God and kingdom outcomes are lost. 
 
Avoiding this temptation requires humility in leadership and selflessness in service 
on the part of everyone in the organization. It calls us to be one-kingdom people 
who undertake kingdom-focused planning that results in glory to God as a 
measurable outcome. It requires us, all of us, to ask ourselves where we might be 
seeking to build personal or organizational kingdoms. Measuring success in term of 
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glorifying God will require innovation and creativity. It will force us to ask new 
questions and create new metrics. It may very well fundamentally change the way 
we define success and pursue our future accordingly. 
  
Concluding Thoughts 
We believe the discussion of the definition of kingdom outcomes and the 
implications of pursuing them may be the single most critical conversation for 
pastors and ministry leaders to be having at this moment in history. We pray that 
this theme may produce a watershed moment at the CLA conference. Pursuing 
kingdom outcomes forces us back to ask fundamental questions of our core values, 
driving attitudes and definitions of success. 
 
Over the past year the three of us have been struggling with these ideas and 
challenges. We have attempted to share our own thoughts through our new book, 
The Choice: The Christ-Centered Pursuit of Kingdom Outcomes. The title comes from 
our conviction that we all have a choice to make in our personal walk with Christ 
and the role we play in leading His churches or ministries. The choice is between 
two radically different paths. One we call the Common Path as it typifies the way we 
go if we choose secular standards without examination and worldly measurements 
without critique. The other we call the Kingdom Path. It is the narrow road of the 
leader and church or ministry driven by a passion for obedience, a commitment to 
kingdom values, and a work that glorifies God as its ultimate measurement of 
success. 
 
We will conclude here by raising a few key questions that illustrate that choice.  

o Is God working in and through you to produce kingdom outcomes or are you 
working for God to produce self-centered outcomes? 

o Are you doing God’s work God’s way, according to kingdom values, or are you 
striving to produce results based on secular process that are measured by 
worldly metrics? 
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o Does the result of your work bring God glory or further your own reputation, 
power and influence? 

 
We invite you to examine your self, your ministry, your church, your goals, your 
processes, your policies and procedures, your metrics, your definition of success 
and your driving values and ask, which path are you on? We pray you choose the 
kingdom path, that through your surrendered obedience your work will embody 
kingdom values and produce kingdom outcomes that glorify God. 


